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With the lockdown extension announced this week, many of us are finding it hard to discover the positive and lift our own spirits. 

While this is the case for all of us, it is especially so for the many members of our school – and wider – community who are 

currently facing 14 days of isolation because of being at a Tier 1 site or having a family member who visited such a location. We are 

thinking of you from our slightly more liberated states and are here to assist you – feel free to contact me at c.cowen@yavneh.vic.

edu.au if there is a way in which I, and the team at Yavneh, can assist in easing your burden.

Year 7 Tefilla on Teams has developed a bit of a routine. We start with a bit of chit chat, hearing from a few students who are 

willing to share an experience of life under lockdown and then we watch a short story delivered by Rabbi Yoel Gold on YouTube. 

Rabbi Gold has amassed a collection of anecdotes, each told by the protagonists of the story, which highlight something 

wonderous about our world – whether it is the story of a traumatic experience that later turned out to be the cause of tremendous 

good, or the power of a good deed to turn someone’s life around for the better. These short clips generate amazing discussion 

from our students, putting ourselves into the midframe to begin tefilla with a sense of real connection and gratitude to HaShem.

Some of the take home messages (shared on the Teams chat by the students) after watching these stories included:

• “When we believe that there is no chance [of success], or come to a place where we believe we are stuck and have nowhere 

to turn, Hashem always has a plan for us, and is leading us in the right direction”

• “Hashem has his way of making things that have caused us pain into things that help 

us”

• “I thought that it makes us think about how life has its own way of working and the fact 

that something that was so terrible ended up saving a life is extraordinary”
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
MAZAL TOVS:
To the Davis family on Noah’s Bar Mitzvah.

To the Fisher family on Yehuda’s Bar Mitzvah.

May you continue to have Nachat from your families.

DATES FOR 
YOUR DIARY

AUGUST

Mon 23 Primary Parent   
 Teacher Conferences

CANDLE LIGHTING:  
Parshat Ki Tetze

Light Candles: 5:31pm
Shabbat Ends: 6:30pm

BAR/BAT MITZVAH REGISTRATION:
Please remember to register the date of your son 
or daughter's Bar/Bat Mitzvah with Lynda Pilalis at 
Reception on 9528 4911 or email l.pilalis@yavneh.vic.
edu.au

LOCKDOWN: THE WINS (AND THE LOSSES)

CHAIM COWEN, Deputy Principal, Head of Jewish Studies

mailto:c.cowen%40yavneh.vic.edu.au?subject=
mailto:c.cowen%40yavneh.vic.edu.au?subject=
mailto:l.pilalis%40yavneh.vic.edu.au?subject=
mailto:l.pilalis%40yavneh.vic.edu.au?subject=
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CONTINUED

• “A small deed can have great impact”

• “Sometimes we don’t realise that even when we are full of doubt and sadness Hashem is watching over us and will make it 

okay”

• “My mic is not working” (thought I’d include this one for a laugh – it’s a common refrain!)

This uplifting routine is an example of a benefit of remote learning. In school where we daven with a minyan, we are often pressed 

for time to ensure that we fit all Shacharit into the 45 minutes allocated. In a remote setting, without a minyan, some extra time is 

gained which can be directed towards this form of inspiration.

However, over remote learning plenty of things have been lost. We know that many of our families are struggling with motivation, it 

is more difficult to measure the impact of learning, and the lack of socialising is taking its toll. We are aware of the negatives. Many 

strategies have been shared on this front page over the past weeks, including expert guidance and novel ideas of things that we 

can do to make the burden lighter. What I wish to propose is that we try our best to magnify the positive.

Imagine this pandemic had hit a few decades years earlier than it did. Video conferencing technology would be nothing 

compared to what it is today. Last night, my mother-in-law in Sydney sang ‘twinkle-twinkle little star’ with my daughter Tova who 

sat on a couch in Melbourne. I watched in amazement as she taught her the hand movements through the medium of my wife’s 

phone. A week ago, we ran a session for Year 8 students as part of the “US” program focussing on being a “mensch in a crowd” 

and standing up when others are do not. Students explored complex texts in intimate groups in their breakout rooms and shared 

personal examples of what the learning meant to them – all from their homes. This ‘miracle’ of modern technology doesn’t replace 

face-to-face interaction, but it’s a meaningful runner up, enabling a semblance of normalcy which would not have been possible 

had the pandemic occurred ten or twenty years ago.

Another learning I have gained, is with regards to the importance of nurturing the relationships within our family unit. The advent 

of social media has brought us into contact with more strangers but has estranged us from those we most frequently contact: our 

families. We hardly realise the amount of time we spend on our devices, but our children and our partners do. We also know the 

lonely feeling of sitting aimlessly next to a real-live human-being who is totally absorbed by their device, hardly cognisant of our 

existence. With lockdown, and the limits placed on physical socialising, we are reminded to nurture these familial relationships, as 

we reap the rewards (or consequences) of how we have maintained them to this point.

The Hebrew word for Jew “יהודי” shares the same root as the word “הודאה” which means to ‘give thanks. Being conscious of that 

which is positive is crucial to our leading a happy and thankful life. While reality will always toss both good and bad our way, it is 

our choice as to which we put into primary focus and which we put into secondary. 

In this article, I have shared three positive things that I try to put into focus during this time. Now it is your turn: what are your three 

positives?

Shabbat Shalom,

Chaim.
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WEEKLY DVAR TORAH - PARSHAT KI TETZE

NOAH EPSTEIN, Jewish Life Educator

Parshat Ki Tetze is filled with a wide array of commandments and concepts, one of which is the mitzvah of Shiluach Hakan. The 

ruling dictates that if one comes across a birds’ nest and wishes to take the young or the eggs, they must first shoo away the 

mother bird. The individual who performs this act is assured of long life and then the Torah immediately continues to describe 

another commandment, the law of Maa’keh. The mitzvah of Maa’keh obligates an individual who builds a new house to place a 

fence around the roof, in order to prevent anyone from falling. 

For a text which generally demonstrates a strong thematic flow, these two mitzvot seem to maintain minimal correlation. Why 

would the commandments to shoo away the mother bird and set up a fence around one’s roof be placed next to each other in the 

Torah?

Rashi identifies this question and describes an inherent relationship between the two commandments. He suggests that if you 

fulfil the mitzvah of shooing the mother bird, it will lead you to build a new house, where you will be presented with the opportunity 

to place a fence around the roof.

This answer seems to add even more confusion to the original question until Rashi explains the principle that מצוה גוררת מצוה, a 

mitzvah leads to another mitzvah. This notion is cited from a Mishnah in Pirkei Avot (4:2) where we are told to “run towards minor 

commandments… because commandments lead to further commandments and transgressions lead to further transgressions”.

Thus, Rashi’s explanation of the relationship between the two consecutive mitzvot in this week’s parshah is clarified; He is not 

suggesting that shooing away the mother bird will miraculously result in an opportunity to build a house. Rather, he is identifying 

the reality of human nature- that one action usually leads to a similar pattern of behaviour going forward.

This notion is easily understandable from a negative perspective. Often we are warned against performing certain acts as they are 

‘slippery slopes’ towards further wrongdoing. However, this message can certainly be applied in a positive context, particularly at 

this time in the Jewish calendar. As we approach Rosh Hashana, every Jew is encouraged to evaluate their actions and consider 

areas for improvement. This can prove to be an extremely daunting task and many feel helpless. One way in which we can 

simplify and actualise the pursuit of self-improvement is to recognise that one mitzvah will lead to another. Focus on a single area 

of development and create a positive pattern of behaviour into the future.

Shabbat Shalom!

בס׳׳ד

Please let Lynda Pilalis @ l.pilalis@yavneh.vic.edu.au  know if any ex-students have made Aliya, so we can update the Aliya Honour Board.

ALIYAH HONOUR BOARD

Uniform Shop orders can be made via flexischools at present or in person.

SECOND HAND UNIFORMS
 
The YPO Second Hand Uniform Shop welcomes your 
donations of pre-loved uniforms in good condition.
 All proceeds from sales support our Yavneh children via YPO 
projects.

Contact Hayley Jaffe (hayley@wilcorehealth.com.au or 
WhatsApp 0409 138 949) if you wish to buy or donate pre-
loved uniforms.

UNIFORM SHOP NEWS

The ordering system is in place for your convenience. Use Flexischools to order uniforms.

Join over 350 members in the Yavneh 2nd Hand Uniform & 
Books Facebook group https://www.facebook.com/groups/
yavnehuniform/ to buy and sell your pre-loved uniforms, books 
or extra-curricular gear (eg. ballet, karate, cricket kit). Please 
restrict the sales and requests to items relevant to education.

Please note: The YPO will no longer be accepting secondhand 
books but you are welcome to buy, swap and sell them via the 
Facebook page.

mailto:l.pilalis%40yavneh.vic.edu.au?subject=
mailto:hayley@wilcorehealth.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/groups/yavnehuniform/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/yavnehuniform/
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This week has certainly been a challenging one for all of us. Not only are we 

doing our best to survive Lockdown #6, not only are we trying to find the balance 

between work and home schooling whilst juggling younger children at home; not 

only are we trying to keep on top of the news yet not fixate ourselves with negative 

newsfeeds;  not only are we trying to adhere to all the rules yet keep our sanity 

BUT this week we had to face an intensity of anger, frustration and anxiety as 

Covid became a bit more real within our community.

 I certainly understand and respect the need for us to be able to express the 

wealth of emotions that we may be experiencing, but I keep on thinking about our 

children. What are we saying in front of them or when we think that they cannot 

hear us? What are they hearing at the family dinner table? What information are 

we sharing with children who are not of an age to fully comprehend or breakdown 

what they are listening to? How much Information is too much to share, and how 

much should we be protecting our young ones?

Below are some friendly tips for parents in times of crises:

• Model calm and control. Reassure children that they are safe and so are the 

other important adults in their lives.

• Make time to talk with your children about crisis events. Take some 

time and determine what you wish to say. This is especially true since new 

information will unfold each day. Provide brief, accurate, and age-appropriate 

information. Don’t dwell on the scale or scope of the tragedy, particularly with 

young children. 

• Keep your explanations developmentally appropriate. Young children need 

brief, simple information that should be balanced with reassurances that their 

lives will not change. Older children will be more vocal in asking questions 

about their safety and what is being done. They may need assistance 

separating reality from fantasy.

• Understand what your child is asking. Difficult questions that children 

ask may be spurred by curiosity or feelings. Rather than plunging into an 

immediate answer, learn what motivates the question. Ask, “What made you 

think of that?” or “What ideas do you have?” Once the meaning of a question 

is known, it is easier to answer effectively.

• There may be questions we cannot answer. Rather than invent a response, 

it is more helpful to say, “I don’t know,” or “I’ll try to find out.”

• Acknowledge, validate, and accept your child’s feelings. He or she may be 

feeling confused, frightened, or even excited. Listen calmly and reassuringly 

as they express their thoughts and feelings.

• Limit the amount of your child’s television viewing of these events. If 

they must watch, watch with them for a brief time; then turn the set off. Young 

children should not be allowed to watch tv coverage of the event, as they are 

too young to process what they are seeing and hearing.

HELPING OUR CHILDREN THROUGH CHALLENGING TIMES
CHARLENE ORWIN, Head of Yavneh Early Learning Centre
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CONTINUED
• Maintain a “normal” routine. Where possible, stick to your family’s normal routine for dinner, homework, chores, bedtime, 

etc. Children feel secure when routines are calmly followed.

• Spend extra time reading or playing quiet games with your children before bed without the television or news radio 

on. These activities are calming, foster a sense of closeness and security, and reinforce a sense of normalcy.

Please understand that it is equally important for us, as parents, to look after ourselves as well. Your kids will look to you not only 

for reassurance, but how to deal with their own complicated emotions. Allow yourself enough private time to process what you’re 

going through, so you have the resources to be there for them. But don’t feel like you need to hide signs of distress all the time 

— should your children see you get upset, you can be an example by telling them that you may be feeling sad right now, but you 

have ways to help yourself feel better soon.

Let’s focus on the beauty and positivity of our children and continue to enjoy an environment that is one of safety, comfort and 

love.
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Hudson being active

Year 1 olympics Year 3 sportsmanship

Tamara road safety Year 1 being active

ONLINE PRIMARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION
JOCELYN HURLEY, Primary HPE Teacher

Online PE this year has encompassed a broad range of activities and we have used teachable moments and current events to 

keep students active and engaged in our online sessions. This term has mostly been based on activities around the Olympics and 

upcoming Paralympics. 

Student’s favourite Olympic moments:

“Emma McKeon got 4 gold medals and 3 bronze in 2021. One of the most medals someone has ever got” Daniel, Year 2

“The running race where someone sacrificed his race so the other runner could get a bronze medal” Shai, Year 2

Students have learnt about sports and sportsmanship as well as muscles of the human body, the circulatory and respiratory 

systems and how their bodies feel during and after exercising.

Younger year levels of Prep and year 1 have been learning about themselves, what activities they can do away from devices and 

how to keep themselves active at home and in the local community. We have discussed road safety, road signs and wearing 

helmets when out on our bikes and scooters.

בס׳׳ד
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YEAR 5B JEWISH STUDIES: OLYMPICS
HAYA EPSTEIN, Primary Jewish Studies Teacher

During the recent  Olympics, Year 5 looked at the games from a Jewish perspective. They researched the Israeli athletes and the 

sports that they were competing in. They also researched and found out more about our Australian Jewish athletes, including 

Jessica Fox, Jemima Montag and Steven Solomon. The students had to follow these athletes' sports and see if they won medals. 

We shared in class the moments of joy and pride when Israel won two Gold and three bronze medals! 

Earlier in the year we learned about Degel Israel and the Hatikvah, and it gave us all a huge sense of pride and  goosebumps to 

see the Israeli flag raised twice in Tokyo and to hear 'Hatikva' being played. What an achievement!

We wanted to show our connection to Israel and our pride in her achievements. Although we live far away, we are always 

connected to our homeland and the Jewish people. 

The students are writing letters to the athletes of their choice which we will send to them. We can connect this unit of learning to a 

pitgam which we recently learned: 

!All of Am Israel is connected and support each other. Kol Hakavod to all our athletes and our students - כל ישראל ערבים זה לזה

SOME OF OUR STUDENTS HAVE SHARED THEIR LETTERS:

Hi Linoy Ashram, 

My name is Isaac and I'm 10 years old. Mazaltov on winning first and getting a gold medal. GO ISRAEL! Also, you did an amazing 

job in your performance. I'm sure all of Israel and people around the world are so proud of you! Keep up the good work. 

Kind regards, Isaac.

Dear Linoy, 

My name is Eliya and I’m 11 years old I go to a Jewish school called Leibler Yavneh College in Melbourne Australia, I was so 

proud to see you on  tv watching you do the gymnastics. Your routine was amazing. I wish I could be like you; it must’ve been 

so exciting and so much hard work to go into the Olympics. I have so many words to describe you like amazing, beautiful, 

spectacular, wonderful, and excellent. 

Dear Avishag, 

You are so cool I don’t even have the words to describe you. Half of my family lives in Israel and are Israelis. You are my role 

model and inspiration. You showed me that if you love something and keep on trying until you get to what you desire, you will get 

there stronger than ever. 

Love from Eden.

Dear Or Sasson, 

You are an amazing judoka. I was so proud when you won a bronze medal. You inspire so many people. In my opinion you are 

the best Israeli athlete, keep up the good work. 

Your biggest fan, Asher

Hi Linoy, 

Hope you are well, my name is Jayde and I go to Yavneh. I am so happy to see an Israeli on TV winning a gold medal at the 

Olympics. I loved watching the Olympics with Israeli athletes competing in it. I hope that one day I can see you in the Olympics  in 

real life. You are very good at rhythmic gymnastics. I felt so proud seeing the Israeli flag and hearing the Hatikvah.

Dear Linoy Ashram, 

My name is Rachel and I’m from Leibler Yavneh College in Australia and I was very inspired by your hard working and persistent 

skills. I’m sure you’re inspiring to all. My family and I watched on tv the rhythmic gymnastics at the Olympics, and I loved your 

technique. I have always liked Acro, and I have decided to try harder from your influence.
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SHABBAT BOXES
JEWISH LIFE TEAM

Wow, what a jam-packed week the Jewish Life Team had. From shopping, to packaging, to printing, to packing, to distributing, it 

was a huge team effort. Thank you, Angie, Glenda, and Yael, for cooking and baking such delicious Shabbat food.

It was such a fantastic atmosphere, music playing, distributing the Shabbat Boxes.The Shabbat Boxes continued to connect us all 

throughout the rest of Friday and Shabbat.

Feedback from our families was amazing and we really appreciate it. We are so thrilled to have been able to connect our Yavneh 

School Community whilst in lockdown. Stay tuned for more incredible things to come from the Jewish Life Team.

Be well, stay safe,

Shabbat Shalom.
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TIME TO CHECK IN WITH EACH OTHER: USEFUL QUESTIONS TO ASK
ADELE RIBNICK & SHANTAL LOURIE, Psychological & Counselling Services Department

בס׳׳ד
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Adele Ribnick 
Psychologist

2021 - Prep, Years 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 & 12 
a.ribnick@yavneh.vic.edu.au

Shantal (Shanty) Lourie  
Counselling Psychologist

2021 - Years 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 & 11 
s.lourie@yavneh.vic.edu.au

GETTING IN TOUCH WITH THE COLLEGE PSYCHOLOGISTS 

Our College Psychologists are here to support all members of the school community. If you would like to speak with one of our 

College Psychologists, you can email them on the addresses outlined below.

Counselling and Psychological Services Department

CONTINUED

בס׳׳ד

Support Services

Hailey Joubert  
Head of Primary School 
 
H.Joubert@yavneh.vic.edu.au

Avigail Wonder 
Head of Secondary School 
 
a.wonder@yavneh.vic.edu.au

Head of School

Miriam Segal 
Co-Head of Year 
7 and Secondary 
Teacher

Deanne Segman 
Co-Head of Years 11 
& 12 and Secondary 
Teacher

Elena Martin  
Careers Practitioner 
and Co-Head of 
Years 11 & 12

Danny Gold 
Head of Year 10 and 
Secondary Jewish 
Studies Teacher

Tamara Allen 
Head of Year 9 and 
Secondary Teacher

Shelley Engel 
Head of Year 8 and 
Secondary Teacher

Dawn MacGregor 
Co-Head of Year 
7 and Secondary 
Teacher

Head of Years (Secondary)

mailto:H.Joubert%40yavneh.vic.edu.au?subject=
mailto:a.wonder%40yavneh.vic.edu.au?subject=
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Other Support Services

Kids Helpline

Kids 5-12; Teens 13-17, Young 
Adults 18-25

1800 55 1800             
https://kidshelpline.com.au

Headspace 

https://headspace.org.au

Online counselling 12-25 
years: https://headspace.org.
au/eheadspace/

Reach Out

https://au.reachout.com

SANE Australia

1800 1872 63 
https://www.sane.org

1800Resepct

1800 737 732 
https://www.1800respect.org.
au

Beyond Blue 

1300 22 4636 
https://www.beyondblue.org.
au

Butterfly Foundation

1800 33 4673 
https://thebutterflyfoundation.
org.au

Lifeline

13 11 14 
https://www.lifeline.org.au

Mensline Australia 

1300 78 99 78 
https://mensline.org.au

Mensline Australia 

1300 78 99 78 
https://mensline.org.au

THE VONNIES- ROUND 1
ALEXANDRA RICHARDS, Head of English

Although finding ourselves back in lockdown for some weeks, 

the English department were delighted to have been able to 

conduct Round 1 of the Vonnie Coopersmith Public Speaking 

Competition during Term 2. With its longstanding tradition 

within the walls of Yavneh, there was nothing better than being 

able to watch our students show off their oration skills in 

person!

This year, the three prompts that students chose from were as 

follows:

1. "It's fine to celebrate success but it is more important to 

heed the lessons of failure"

2. “If I was a Superhero”

3. “I’ll never forget the moment when…….”

We have seen these interpreted in many and varied ways, 

which is a testament to the variety of wonderful minds we have 

at Yavneh!

After completing round 1, each class had 3 finalists chosen 

3. From there, round 2 involved those 9 students presenting 

their speech again to additional English staff, for finalists to be 

chosen. We were so excited at the quality of both the Primary 

and Secondary speeches. This is a testament to the skills 

of our students, and the hard work that teachers have put 

in equipping students with the very important skill of public 

speaking

Unfortunately, however hard we tried and planned to hold the 

Vonnies in person, Victoria had other plans for us. So, last 

Thursday, the second Vonnie Coopersmith Public Speaking 

competition was held online. Although not our preference, 

the night was an exceptional display of not only community 

support, but the exceptional adaptability and 

With the privilege of having guest judges Dr Michael Cohen 

and alumni Nechama Klajn, we were able to set the scene for 

an exceptional night. Our biggest thanks to both.
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After some very tough judging, I would like to congratulate the 

following winners for 2021:

Year 5: Eden Eckstein

Year 6: Nadav Leibler

Year 7: Amity Paluch

Year 8: Gilad Lowinger

Overall:  Gilad Lowinger

We look forward to celebrating all the finalists at speech night! 

Stay safe!

בס׳׳ד

YEAR 12 INCURSION- AUTHOR "VISIT"
ALEXANDRA RICHARDS, Head of English

Last Wednesday, Year 12 English students were able to have 

the wonderful experience of speaking to the author of one of 

their texts for 2021.

In VCE English, there are plenty of ‘classic’ texts, which mean 

that often, the authors and creators have long left us. But, lucky 

for us, Rosalie Ham (author of The Dressmaker) is not only still 

with us, but in Victoria!

Albeit via zoom, year 12’s was given the opportunity to gain an 

insight into the mind of an author, as she spoke to them about 

themes, ideas, setting, characters and the nuances that she never expected Year 12’s to be studying!

The opportunity for students to ask the burning questions that as teachers, we could never answer accurately was an opportunity 

they relished in.

Thank you, Rosalie!

CONTINUED

DARE MATHS CLUB: PROBLEM OF THE WEEK #33
RICHARD KOCH, Head of Maths and Secondary Teacher

[runs every Monday lunch in R18] 

ANYONE can take part! Great to discuss over Shabbat dinner!

Submit your carefully explained answers by email to Mr Koch 

before 9am Wednesday each week.

r.koch@yavneh.vic.edu.au

I will respond to each of you!

Enjoy every Challenge!
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REFLECTION TO IMPROVE LEARNING IN MATHEMATICS
RICHARD KOCH, Head of Secondary Mathematics

REFLECTION FOR LEARNING

Don’t think for a moment, that just because a student attends a school, that learning is happening! Some students can 

successfully navigate the cloisters in such a way as to avoid learning quite successfully! (This is, in fact, also a type of learning!). 

Learning is an intentional process and requires the possession of certain dispositions. One such disposition is Reflection which 

is particularly manifest when students ask: “What should I be doing if I want to be a better learner?” Wow! If only I heard my 

students asking that question! There is so much that goes into becoming a better learner and a significant part of it stems from a 

student’s ability to reflect and their willingness to seek and take advice.

When receiving a test result, many students focus on their score, say 78%, and say to themselves: “78% -that’s pretty good; I’m 

happy with that”. My preferred response, rather, would be: “What happened to the other 22%, and what do I need to do about it?  

What is missing from my approach to learning?”

The focus many places on an assessment score as being the sum of what constitutes the outcome of learning is a very one-

dimensional view. A motivated student might surmise “I just need to work HARDER”. But… what does that look like?

GOAL REVIEW

The final stage of a GANAG lesson is the Goal Review. Unfortunately, sometimes we just don’t get around to it in the busy-ness of 

finishing a lesson, but in terms of improving learning, it is possibly the most important phase!

Questions like: “What have I learned today? Did I achieve the lesson Goal? How well? What are the gaps in my understanding? 

What question(s) do I need to ask? What do I need to practise? Could I explain this new idea to somebody else? What should I 

do tonight to strengthen my understanding?”, form the basis of reflective practice which really does improve learning, because it 

gives autonomy to the student to recognise his/her needs and to take steps to act on these needs.

This is not a cerebral exercise, however, and it is important to have mechanisms in place that give traction to this process. 

Documenting their thinking enables a student to follow this up securely after the end of a class knowing they have recorded their 

thinking re the next steps and can pick up where they left off. Doing this is so much more effective than just hoping to remember 

when they get home when mum says, “do you have any homework?”, and you reply, “sort of” meaning “YES I DO but I CAN’T 

REMEMBER WHAT IT WAS!” This can also help a student distinguish between Homework and Study, which, while associated, are 

quite different things: the former typically being a focus on work that needs to be completed (hopefully in keeping with achieving 

the learning goal of the day!), while the latter is the time a student spends wrestling with the matters their personal reflections 

raised concerning their learning. We’ve got to have both!

Writing daily summary statements can be a most effective way of recognising today’s learning, placing it in the context of the 

current topic of study, and recognising what should be the priority of tonight’s study time. As such, building up and refining 

a topic summary on a lesson-by-lesson basis can give a student real control of their learning and be a tangible process for 

reflecting to improve their learning. I’m not sure there is a better way to do a Goal Review! The beauty is, this can either happen 

in class, or later at home in quiet contemplation – both can be effective if the student is carrying out this process from a genuine 

desire to improve. 

So, if you see your child sitting down and looking lost not knowing what to do to improve their learning or not knowing how to 

spend their time wisely to make today’s learning count, dig out this article and work through it with them, and then sit back and 

watch them take control of their own learning! If only it was that easy!
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GIDDLES’ GIGGLES
Two men of Chelm went out for a walk, when suddenly it began 
to rain.

“Quick,” said one. “Open your umbrella.”

“It won’t help,” said his friend. “My umbrella is full of holes.”

“Then why did you bring it?”

“I didn’t think it would rain!”

Likes: footy, Essendon, 
basketball, PlayStation, being 
with friends, comfy socks, not 
wearing shoes, swimming, the 
beach, summer, mandarins, 
rabbits, potatoes, bananas

Dislikes: loud chewing, 
pumpkin, long waits, small 
talk, lockdown, winter, the 
footy offseason, people 
talking too much, acting too 
nice, zucchini, eggplant, 
things that are hard to 
pronounce, eggplant

If you were principal for a day, what would you do: give a 
student free day 

Favourite lesson and why: 
Hebrew

Favourite thing about Yavneh: how everyone knows each 
other

Random skill/talent: banging my fingers together to make 
aloud sound

Favourite school memories: all the Purims

Favourite food from the tuck shop: pizza sub

HUMANS OF LEIBLER 
YAVNEH COLLEGE: 
Student of the Week

ASHER FRANKS
YEAR 7

TRAIL MIX  
INGREDIENTS:

• 1 cup peanuts 

• 1 cup pumpkin seeds

• 1 cup Almonds

• 1 cup pistachios

• 1 cup choc chips 

• 1 cup pretzels 

DIRECTIONS

1. Combine all together in jar 
and enjoy!

- AF

5 RANDOM FACTS WITH
ELIH KATZ
1. If you cut down a cactus in Arizona, you’ll be penalized up 

to 25 years in jail. It is like cutting down a protected tree 
species.

2. The Buddha commonly depicted in statues and pictures is 
a different person entirely. The real Buddha was incredibly 
skinny because of self-deprivation.

3. In Colorado, USA, there is still an active volcano. It last 
erupted about the same time as the pyramids were being 
built in Egypt.

4. The first movie ever to put out a motion-picture soundtrack 
was Snow White and the Seven Dwarves.

5. If you point your car keys to your head, it increases the 
remote’s signal range.
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Thursday 

Jewish Games 
From Back to The Temple Monopoly to Mitzvah Match and many games 
in between, every Thursday students can play Jewish games individually 
or in small groups, learning and having fun simultaneously.

Who: Prep-Year 6 | When: Thursday | Time: 12.30-1.00pm | 

Where: Beit Midrash

Sketch Club 
At Sketch Club, students can practice drawing and learn new skills.

Who: Years 4-6 | When: Thursday | Time: 12.30-12.55pm | 

Where: Art Room 

Friday 

Origami 
Students can learn how to make origami, enjoying the art of 
paper folding.

Who: Years 2-6 | When: Friday | Time: 12.30-12:55pm | 

Where: Room 3

Mindful Colouring 
For a fun and relaxing way to unwind during the day, students can enjoy 
Mindful Colouring.

Who: Years 3-5 | When: Friday | Time: 12.30-12.55pm | 

Where: Room 12

Rosh Chodesh 

Ruach 
To inject ruach into the school day and enhance the school spirit, 
students will learn and practice ruach dances to celebrate Rosh 
Chodesh.

Who: Prep-Year 6 | When: Rosh Chodesh | Time: 12.30-1:00pm | 

Where: Outside Hamakom

AFTERSCHOOL CLUBS:

Wednesday

Junior Omanut 
Through project-based learning, students will undertake a Jewish art 
project and work together to build, create and design while expressing 
themselves creatively.

Cost: $50 | Who: Years 2-3 | When: Wednesday (21st July, 28th July, 4th 

August) | Time: 4.15-5.30pm | Where: Primary Art Room

Senior Omanut 
Through project-based learning, students will undertake a Jewish art 
project and work together to build, create and design while expressing 
themselves creatively.

Cost: $50 | Who: Years 4-6 | When: Wednesday (18th August, 25th 

August, 1st September) | Time: 4.15-5.30pm | Where: Primary Art Room

TERM 3 CLUBSJEWISH LIFE 
presents:

Monday

TnT 
To extend the upper Primary in their Torah learning, students will delve 
deeper into the teachings of key thinkers who shaped Judaism. 

Who: Years 5-6 | When: Monday | Time: 12.30-1.00pm | 

Where: Beit Midrash

Hama Beads 
Harnessing their creativity and eye for design, students can enjoy making 
Hama Bead creations

Who: Years 2-6 | When: Monday | Time: 12.30-12.55pm | 

Where: Room 21

Tuesday 

Chess Club 
Students can learn the strategies and refine their skills to become 
chess champions.

Who: Years 4-6 | When: Monday | Time: 12.30-12.55pm | 

Where: Room 11

TnT 
To extend the lower Primary in their Torah learning, students will delve 
deeper into the teachings of key thinkers who shaped Judaism. 

Who: Years 2-4 | When: Tuesday | Time: 12.30-1.00pm | 

Where: Beit Midrash

Wednesday 

Drama Club 
For students who want to perform, play and refine their theatre skills, 
Drama Club is a fun and inviting space to be.

Who: Years 1-6 | When: Tuesday | Time: 12.30-12.55pm | 

Where: Primary Library

Parsha Plays 
Parsha Plays will meet every Wednesday lunchtime to create a unique 
play based on the contents of the parsha to be performed at the  
Rosh Chodesh assembly. This will provide an opportunity for students to 
enjoy themselves while growing and learning the weekly parsha. 

Who: Years 1-4 | When: Wednesday | Time: 12.30-1.00pm | 

Where: Beit Midrash

PRIMARY CLUBS

LUNCHTIME CLUBS:

בס”ד

Jewish life General Studies

LEIBLER
YAVNEH
COLLEGE

Please note:

• Jewish Life lunchtime and afterschool clubs commence Monday July 19th
• Afterschool clubs require a 5 student minimum to run
• There are no refunds for non-attendance
• The clubs and their prices listed are for Term 3 2021 only
• Limited spots available, early sign ups prioritised

SIGN UP for afterschool clubs via: Compass Events Portal
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SECONDARY CLUBS:

LUNCHTIME CLUBS:

Jewish life General Studies

Monday

Jewish Book Club 
Students will read and write about Rabbi Sacks’ teachings in a creative 
and open forum by learning A Letter in the Scroll.

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Monday | Time: 1.10-1.40pm | 

Where: Beit Midrash

DARE 
Discovery. Activity. Research. Exploration. The flavour of learning 
depends as much on our experiences as on our tastes. DARE aims 
to provide a smorgasbord of experiences and insightful problems to 
expand the Mathematical and social horizons of the students involved:  
“Taste & See!”

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Monday | Time: 1.10-1.45pm | 

Where: Room 18

Tuesday 

Beit Café 
Students will eat snacks whilst learning about the weekly 
Parsha teachings.

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Tuesday | Time: 1.30-1.50pm | 

Where: Beit Midrash

Debating 
To practice the art of persuasive speaking, argument development and 
contribute to our long-held Yavneh debating tradition.

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Tuesday (Week 1) | Time: 1.10-1.45pm | 

Where: Secondary Library

Literature Club 
For students who are passionate about reading, writing, storytelling and 
enhancing their English skills.

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Tuesday (Week 2) | Time: 1.10-1.45pm | 

Where: Secondary Library

Wednesday 

929 
Students will learn extra Tanach regularly, to complete all 929 Prakim of 
Tanach in three years.

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Wednesday & Friday | Time: 1.10-1.30pm | 

Where: Beit Midrash

STEAM 
Calling all Scientist, future Engineers, Artists, Tech Whizzes, and 
Mathematicians! STEAM club provides fun, hands-on programs that 
ignite students imagination and show off their skills. Turn DREAMS into 
STEAM and Watch them Gleam!

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Wednesday | Time: 1.10-1.45pm | 

Where: STEAM room

Thursday

AV Club 
Media Club caters to students who have a keen interest in audio-visual 
technology and assisting the college with video and photography 
projects.

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Thursday | Time: 1.10-1.45pm | 

Where: Media room

Rosh Chodesh 

Omanut 
To celebrate Rosh Chodesh, students will have an opportunity to express 
themselves creatively using a range of mediums. The arts and craft 
projects will focus on different aspects of the Jewish calendar and Israel. 

Who: Years 7-12 | When: Rosh Chodesh | Time: 12.30-1.00pm | 

Where: Beit Midrash

AFTERSCHOOL CLUBS:

Sport Mishmar 
Students will have the opportunity to enjoy a social, sporting experience 
accompanied by a BBQ and in-depth learning.

Cost: $10 | Who: Years 7-12 | When: 3 events in the leadup to Rosh 

Hashanah | Time: 4.15-5.00pm | Where: Multipurpose courts

JEWISH LIFE 
presents:

LEIBLERבס”ד
YAVNEH
COLLEGE

Please note:

• Jewish Life lunchtime and afterschool clubs commence Monday July 19th
• Afterschool clubs require a 5 student minimum to run
• There are no refunds for non-attendance
• The clubs and their prices listed are for Term 3 2021 only
• Limited spots available, early sign ups prioritised

Compass Events PortalSIGN UP for afterschool clubs via: 

TERM 3 CLUBS
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For more information
visit www.jnf.org.au/beats
or email education@jnf.org.au

JNF BEATS 
JNF BEATS 

CHALLENGE
CHALLENGE

STEP 1: CREATE YOUR INSTRUMENT
No real instrumentsare allowed!

STEP 2: FEEL THE RHYTHM
Find the clip to use at www.jnf.org.au/beats.

STEP 3: RECORD YOUR VIDEO CLIP

STEP 4: ENTER THE COMPETITION
Entries close Sunday 22 August.

WIN

AMAZING 

PRIZES

http://www.jnf.org.au/beats
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Second	hand	uniform	stock	–	current	as	at	11	August	2021	
	

Sport	T-shirt	-	$15	
Size	4x4	
6x5	
8x2	
10x6	
12x8	
14x1	
XXLx1	
	
Sport	shorts	-	$15	
8x5,	10x7	
	
Sports	Jumper	(new	style)	-	$35	-	NONE	
	
Sports	pants	(new	style)	-	$25		
14x1	
	
Sport	skirt	-	$10	
Size	2x4,	4x1	
6x1,	8x2	
10x2	
Mx4	
Lx3	
	
Sports	Leggings	-	$5	
6x1,	7x1,	8x3,	12x2	14x1,	XLx1	
	
Navy	Tights	-	$3		-	NONE	
	
Bike	shorts	-	$5	
6x5,	7x8,	8x5	&	10x2,	12x1	
	
Jumpers	-	$25/$30		(size/condition)	
4x1,	5x1,	6x2,	7x6,	8x2	
10x2,	12x6	(	and	2	vests	-	$10)	
14x8		(and	4	vests	-		$10)	
16x3	(and	1	vest	-		$10)	
18x9	
20x4,	22x1	
	
Bags	$25	
Small	(prim	school)	–	x5	
Large	(sec	school)	–x5	(lighter	blue)	
	
Hats	-	$5	(4	available)					Reading	folders	-	$5	
Kippot	-	$5	(1	available)																									Scarf	-	$5x2	
	
To	purchase	message	Hayley	Jaffe	via	
Facebook	Messenger	or	0409	138	949	

Girls	summer	dress	-	$20	
Size	4Cx5	(1	short	&	1	unhemmed)	
6x2	
8Cx4	(1	is	unhemmed)	
10Cx7,	12x1,	14Cx1	
8Ax1,	12Ax3,	14x1	
	
Girls	long	sleeve	shirts	-	$15	
Size	4x20,	6x2	
8x4	(1	is	$10	as	marks)	
10x3	&	12x2	
AND	Senior	(with	logo)	-	$20	
8x3,	10x2	
12x4,	16x5	
	
Girls	winter	tunic	-	$25	
Size	4x5,	6x4	(2	unhemmed),	8x3	
10sx2	(1	is	unhemmed)	
12x1	&	14x1	
	
Girls	winter	skirt	-	$25	
Size	2x10,	14x5,	16x1	
18x1	&	22x1	(shortened)	
	
Boys	summer	shorts	-	$15	
Size	3x1.	4x6	
6x6,	8x9	
10x9	(2	not	school	brand)	
12x2	(1	is	NEXT	brand)	
16x3	(2	are	not	school	brand)	
32x2,	34x2,	36x2	and	38x1	
	
Boys	summer	shirt	-	$15	
Size	3x1,	4x2,	6x7	(some	$10	as	marks)	
7x3,	8x5	
10x13,	12x7	
14x4,	16x1	
Sx2,	Lx1,	XLx2	
	
Boys	winter	(long	sleeve)	shirts	-	$15	
Size	3x1,	4x1,	6x2,	7x2,	8x1,	10x3,	12x6	
14x8,16x3	
	
Boys	Trousers	-	$20	
3x1,	4x3,	5x1,	7x3	(2	are	NEXT	brand)	
8x7	(1	is	NEXT	and	1	is	adjustable)	
10x8	(1	is	adjustable	and	2	NEXT	brand)	
12x4,		13x1	(NEXT	brand),	14x1	
16x4,	18x3,	20x1	
34x2,	36x1	
38x1,	40x2	

	


